
HEY, PARENTS!
• Got more than one Mini Mensch in the house? Print more copies of these pages at 

juf.org/MiniMensches.

• Want to see your children featured in JUF News? Post a photo of your little Maccabees with 
their favorite menorah, and why it's their favorite, to Facebook and tag JUF. Then, we may feature them 
in an upcoming issue of JUF News. Posting the photo constitutes consent for it to run in the print magazine.

• Looking for more? JUF Young Families helps families experience and celebrate  
the joys of Jewish life, community and learning. Learn more at juf.org/youngfamilies.

ANSWERS:   1. MACCABEES    2. LIGHTS    3. CANDLES    4. SPIN    5. JUDAH    6. LATKE    7. MENORAH    8. NIGHT

This Chanukah, you can BE one of the candles by making 
a candle crown like the kids in the picture!

Take a piece of construction 
paper, and wrap it around 
your head. (Tape two 
pieces together if one is 

not long enough). Now, 
cut the paper into a 
strip as tall as a battery 
to make a headband.

To make the candle, 
trace a dollar onto the 
rest of the construction 
paper, or a different 
colored piece, then cut 
out the rectangle you 
made. And give the 
dollar back, please! 

To make the flame, draw an oval on yellow or 
orange paper and cut it out. Now use a scissors 
to make the ends pointy instead of round. 

Tape the “flame” to the “candle,” 
then tape them both to a thin 
piece of cardboard so it isn’t 
floppy. Last, tape your “lit candle” 
to the headband, and make sure 
the band fits and is comfortable.  
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Which are Chanukah items?

Can you fit them into the puzzle to spell CHANUKAH?
Answers are on the bottom of the page.
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Here are eight words you hear on Chanukah:


